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Press Release
Williamson Central Appraisal District (WCAD) will be mailing over 233,000 appraisal valuation notices on March
31, 2021. Residential appraisal notices will include additional information for transparency and to assist
homeowners in understanding their appraisal.
Georgetown, TX, March 31: WCAD will be mailing 2021 real property appraisal value notices on March 31st, 2021. Texas
Property Tax Code provides the deadline to protest is by May 15th or thirty days after the notice was mailed.
Central Texas has experienced an unprecedented increase in the number of residential homes built and the price
homes were selling for during 2020. The worldwide pandemic did not have a negative effect on market values for
residential properties. These record-breaking sales have been reported by numerous local news agencies and links to many
of these stories can be found on the appraisal district website at WCAD.org. The increasing demand in Central Texas has
been brought on by various factors including many new employers in the area and a constant inflow of new home buyers to
Central Texas. This increase in demand for housing has not been met with a sufficient increase in supply of homes available
to purchase. The inventory of available homes has steadily declined to an all-time low of less than one month of homes
available. Limited supply combined with increasing demand has led to price increases across the area and many homes are
selling for drastically more than their initial listing price. Values from WCAD are required by state tax code to be at market
level or local schools could lose state funding. The market value of each property must increase to reflect the market of
similar properties and is not bound by any percent change restrictions. However, the assessed value may not increase
more than 10% on properties with a homestead exemption on file from the prior year.
Williamson CAD property valuation notices for most residential homes will include (for the first time) a comparable
property sales grid used in the valuation of the home. This grid will include homes that have recently sold and were used in
the valuation of the property owner’s home. The analysis on the grid includes adjustments made to each of the sold
properties for differences between those homes and the subject property along with an explanation of each market derived
adjustment. An adjusted sale price is included in the grid but unfortunately, chapter 552 of the Texas government code
prevents appraisal districts from including the actual price for which the home sold. However, these sale prices can be
obtained from local realtors and are also included on several real estate websites for property owner reference. The inclusion
of this market grid is a large step towards transparency for Williamson County homeowners. These comparable sales
presented in the grid are how the valuation of the property was determined and should be considered when deciding
whether a protest of the property value is necessary.
Property owners have the right to file a protest after receiving their 2021 notice; however, before filing their protest WCAD
highly encourages reviewing the appraisal information sent with the notice, including the comparable sales information in most
residential notices. When deciding whether to protest or not, WCAD property owners with a homestead should review their market
value in comparison with their assessed value. While the market value can increase based on sales in the area, for homesteaded
properties, the assessed value is capped at 10%. The assessed value is the value that helps to determine the amount of taxes owed
for a property. If the property owner determines the WCAD noticed market value is higher than what the home would have sold for
on January 1st the next decision for property owners with a homestead is to determine whether their opinion of market value is lower
than the assessed value indicated on the notice. If their opinion of market value is not lower than the assessed value indicated on
the notice, then filing a protest would not result in lower taxes. If an owner decides to protest, WCAD encourages the use of the
easiest and safest method: filing electronically through the WCAD website.
Senate Bill 2 (SB2) passed into law in 2019 and changed the tax code requirements on appraisal notices. As of 2021,
Williamson Central Appraisal District will no longer have an estimate of taxes on appraisal notices. The estimate contained
in prior year notices was inherently inaccurate by utilizing the prior year’s tax rates with a value that has not been finalized.
SB2 removed the requirement for an estimate on the appraisal notice in favor of a more accurate estimate available starting
in August that will utilize the 2021 certified value and the actual 2021 proposed tax rates by each taxing unit. In August,
property owners will receive a postcard directing them to https://williamsonpropertytaxes.org to view this more accurate
estimate. If property owners want to obtain an estimate utilizing last year’s tax rates they may do so at
https://tax.wilco.org/Tax-Estimator . However, property owners should recognize that the impact of this year’s increase in
appraisals will only be known once tax rates for the current year are adopted. For taxes to remain approximately the same as
they were in 2020 a reduction in tax rates will be necessary by each taxing unit. Taxing units begin to adopt rates in late
August and property owners can also provide feedback to their taxing units directly through the Willimsonpropertytaxes.org
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website to let their elected officials know their thoughts on the proposed tax rates affecting their 2021 taxes.
A reduction in the market value or assessed value of a property does not inherently indicate tax savings until tax rates are
determined. Each taxing unit holds property tax rate hearings that are open to the public for input. These hearings and the proposed
tax rates will be listed between August and September at https://williamsonpropertytaxes.org. A postcard reminder of this website
and the information included will be sent to property owners by August 7th.
Up to date information regarding COVID-19 procedures for hearings or visits to the WCAD office can be found at
https://www.wcad.org/covid-19-update. Plans for scheduled protest hearings will begin as soon as April 6th. The hearings will be
conducted virtually as well as in person. The availability of virtual hearings is limited and will be scheduled on a first-come, first
served basis. Property owners may schedule themselves for a hearing utilizing the district’s online protest system at WCAD.org.
How this year’s appraisals impact property taxes will only be known once tax rates are adopted.
Williamson Central Appraisal District Average Residential Home Value Comparison 2020-2021:
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